Learning dynamic control of body yaw orientation.
To investigate the role of gravitational cues in the learning of a dynamic balancing task, we placed blindfolded subjects in a device programmed with inverted pendulum dynamics about the yaw axis. Subjects used a joystick to try and maintain a stable orientation at the direction of balance during 20 100 s-long trials. They pressed a trigger button on the joystick to indicate whenever they felt at the direction of balance. Three groups of ten subjects each participated. One group balanced with their body and the yaw axis vertical, and thus did not have gravitational cues to help them to determine their angular position. They showed minimal learning, inaccurate indications of the direction of balance, and a characteristic pattern of positional drifting away from the balance point. A second group balanced with the yaw axis pitched 45° from the gravitational vertical and had gravity relevant position cues. The third group balanced with their yaw axis horizontal where they had gravity-dependent cues about body position in yaw. Groups 2 and 3 showed better initial balancing performance and more learning across trials than Group 1. These results indicate that in the absence of vision, the integration of transient semicircular canal and somatosensory signals about angular acceleration is insufficient for determining angular position during dynamic balancing; direct position-dependent gravity cues are necessary.